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The $10,000 AC'CORD Award
Posted by Markz - 30 Apr 2017 16:50
_____________________________________

Time to party!!!!

Mazel Tov to Cordnoy our dearest friend on the forum on the occassion of
virtually hitting 10G 10' Posts

The reason I'm excited, is primarily because I owe the man a debt of Gratitude for his assisting
in my recovery virtually from day 1.

I appreciate each comment and even the 'thank you' of his, and more, and I'm certain many
others feel the same for his seamanship directing soberization Odaat.

He shows us the lighthouse at the end of the tunnel with his FriendShip

He assists affirmed "addicted addicts", "addicts", "non addicts", "non addicted addicts",
"addicted non addicts", and affirmed "non addicted non addicts" alike

Whether in venerable forum'ing, his emails, his texts, his group calls, his private calls, his in
person meetings and more...

HOW TO PARTY?

I suggest 100 friends donate $100 for a total of $10,000 to Gye and 10% goes to...

Trouble is that the end of this sentence is being edited by some moderator, so check your email

If you didn't get one, email me markzgye@gmail.com

If you want to join this too, kindly reply on this thread with the $ amount and hey, $100 is only a

suggestion 
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========================================================================
====

Re: The 10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by GrowStrong - 30 Apr 2017 16:54
_____________________________________

I have a nice single malt i am bringing to the party

========================================================================
====

Re: The 10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Gevura Shebyesod - 30 Apr 2017 16:56
_____________________________________

first you gotta
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====
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Re: The 10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 30 Apr 2017 16:58
_____________________________________

I updated the first post 

Please check it out :-) 

========================================================================
====

Re: The 10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by GrowStrong - 30 Apr 2017 17:03
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 30 Apr 2017 16:58:

I updated the first post 

Please check it out :-) 

I am in - but where are these 100 people!

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 30 Apr 2017 18:08
_____________________________________

GrowStrong wrote on 30 Apr 2017 17:03:

Markz wrote on 30 Apr 2017 16:58:
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I updated the first post 

Please check it out :-) 

I am in - but where are these 100 people!

According to the most current info

Cord had 9,999 posts

Cord had 333 karma

Gye had 6,666 members

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by lionking - 30 Apr 2017 18:35
_____________________________________

CCordnoy is pretty quiet these few hours. Except for some Thank You's. Is he saving his
10,000th post to be something epic?

p.s. I can't afford $100 now, but can donate the 10%. Also can donate 10,000 "G"'s.

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by GrowStrong - 30 Apr 2017 19:44
_____________________________________
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Markz wrote on 30 Apr 2017 18:08:

GrowStrong wrote on 30 Apr 2017 17:03:

Markz wrote on 30 Apr 2017 16:58:

I updated the first post 

Please check it out :-) 

I am in - but where are these 100 people!

According to the most current info

Cord had 9,999 posts

Cord had 333 karma

Gye had 6,666 members

Couldn't help myself

Had to mess all that singularity with a karma
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========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 30 Apr 2017 22:53
_____________________________________

Due to important info I missed out previously 

 , and also moderator messing with my post  , I

had to rewrite the first post - check it out 

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Hashem Help Me - 30 Apr 2017 23:25
_____________________________________

If I call into GYE with a donation to the cord account how do I note that? Its an automated
machine.

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 30 Apr 2017 23:29
_____________________________________

Hashem Help Me wrote on 30 Apr 2017 23:25:

If I call into GYE with a donation to the cord account how do I note that? Its an automated
machine.

If you note the $ amount on this thread it will be taken care of

Hashem Help Me, May Hashem be with you always

========================================================================
====
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Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 01 May 2017 01:33
_____________________________________

LH (LifneHashem) emailed me that he's in' 2

I will try keep updatin' the first post (if the mod would kindly keep moderatin' all other threads),
with the increasin' list of Party Truckers

But sometimes when editin' a post multiple times the post crashes, which is why I can't update
the first post too often

Guys keep it comin' in' $$ 

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AcCORD award
Posted by Markz - 01 May 2017 01:51
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 01 May 2017 01:33:

LH (LifneHashem) emailed me that he's in' 2

I will try keep updatin' the first post (if the mod would kindly keep moderatin' all other threads),
with the increasin' list of Party Truckers

But sometimes when editin' a post multiple times the post crashes, which is why I can't update
the first post too often

Guys keep it comin' in' $$ 
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Serious bug!!!

I can't click 'thank you' to my last post

There needs to be a thank you button that a user could click on any post that was edited by the
mod

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 AC'CORD Award
Posted by Markz - 01 May 2017 02:12
_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 30 Apr 2017 16:50:

Time to party!!!!

Mazel Tov to Cordnoy our dearest friend on the forum on the occassion of
virtually hitting 10G 10' Posts

The reason I'm excited, is primarily because I owe the man a debt of Gratitude for his assisting
in my recovery virtually from day 1.

I appreciate each comment and even the 'thank you' of his, and more, and I'm certain many
others feel the same for his seamanship directing soberization Odaat.

He shows us the lighthouse at the end of the tunnel with his FriendShip

He assists affirmed "addicted addicts", "addicts", "non addicts", "non addicted addicts",
"addicted non addicts", and affirmed "non addicted non addicts" alike

Whether in venerable forum'ing, his emails, his texts, his group calls, his private calls, his in
person meetings and more...
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HOW TO PARTY?

I suggest 100 friends donate $100 for a total of $10,000 to Gye and 10% goes to...

Trouble is that the end of this sentence is being edited by some moderator, so check your email

If you didn't get one, email me markzgye@gmail.com

Who's in?  Currently:

GS
LK
LH
I'm joinin' as well
HHM
Little me

If you want to join this too, kindly reply on this thread with the $ amount and hey, $100 is only a

suggestion 
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I have an apology to make

If we count the posts that were moderated by Cordnoy, the score is possibly closer to 20,000

Please please forgive my miscalculation

========================================================================
====

Re: The $10,000 Ac'Cord FriendSHIP Award
Posted by Markz - 01 May 2017 02:23
_____________________________________

GS#1 is in this FriendSHIP boat too

========================================================================
====
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